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1. Introduction 
This note is a sequel to my recent paper [2], for the purpose of gener-
alizing the main theorem of that paper. 
We assume that (LI, p,, A) is a measure space as in [2]; that is, p, is a 
countably additive measure on a er-ring A of subsets, the measurable 
subsets, of a set Ll, with p,(LI)>O. We do not here assume p,(LI)<oo, but, 
instead, that p, is a-finite. As usual, we identify functions which agree 
almost everywhere, and speak of "functions" when we really mean 
equivalence classes of a.e. equal functions. M is the set of all measurable, 
complex-valued functions on Ll; if IE M we will allow the real and 
imaginary parts of I to take on the values± oo. l;;;,g means l(x);;;,g(x) 
a.e., and Pis the set of all 1;;;,0, IE M. We will generally use the symbols 
u, v, ... for elements of P. If B C P, then as in [2], B is the set of all 
IE M such that Ill E B. l=g (for I, gEM) means l(x) =g(x) a.e. 
Because we will be dealing in a non-trivial way with elements of M 
whose real and imaginary parts take on values in the extended real 
number system (with± oo added), we will need to take care in performing 
certain algebraic operations. We will use, where needed, the facts about 
such functions catalogued in [3], § 2; note also that 1£XII = I£XIIII for IE M, 
£X a finite scalar. 
We intend to use freely the terminology and results of [3]; in particular, 
we will use the term "Banach function space" as defined in [3], § 4, 
rather than in the more restricted (and older) sense of [2]. A seh A C P 
is called a solid set (order-ideal in [2], § 2) if, whenever u, v E P and 
v E A and u~v. we have u EA. If K is a convex subset of the real or 
complex linear space X which absorbs every point of X, we define the 
Minkowski functional (or gauge, or support function) f of K by: 
f(x)= inf {a: a>O, a-lx E K}. For well-known properties of f, see, e.g., 
[1], § V.I. If E E A, XE stands for the characteristic function of E. The 
terms "function norm" and "function seminorm" are defined in [3], § 3. 
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2. Normability and seminormability 
We shall generalize Theorems 2.4-2.7 of [2] to the case in which e 
is a function seminorm with the Riesz-Fischer property. We begin with 
the simple 
Lemma 2 .1. If e is a function seminorm and 0 = {u E p: e(u) ~ 1 }, 
then 0 is a non-empty, convex solid set. 
To obtain a converse for this lemma, we suppose that 0#0 C: P and 
0 i& convex and solid. We define the relation =eon M by letting f e g 
if and only if Alf-gl EO for all real A>O. Note that if 0 is "radially 
bounded" (i.e., ejects every non-zero u E P; this means AU¢= 0 for some A, 
0<A<= [2]) then f -e g if and only if f=g, and conversely. An equiva-
lent formulation of this property is: 0 ejects every non-zero measurable 
characteristic function. ' 
Lemma 2. 2. The relation _ e is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. We prove only transitivity. Assume f =e g, g =e h. Given 
real A> 0, we have, since 0 is convex, A If- gJ + Alg- hi E 0. But A If- hJ ~ 
~Aif-gl +Alg-hJ (see [3], § 2) so, since 0 is solid, Alf-hl E 0; thus f =e h. 
Let Me be the set of all f EM such that () absorbs f; for f EM e, let [f] 
be the equivalence class, relative to -e, containing f. Let [Me] be the 
set of all [f] such that fEMe. We shall define operations on [Me] making 
[Me] a vector space. We first note that, iff, g E Me and A is a finite 
complex number, then f+g and A/ belong to Me. To prove this, notice 
that() is a convex subset of Me. Choose s1, s2>0 such that sd EO, 
s2g E 0. Taking care in carrying out operations with infinite values, we 
find that B1B2(B1 + s2)-1 (f+g) E 0. If JaJ ~ B1B2(B1 + B2)-1 then Jallf+gJ E 0, 
and a(f +g) E (); thus f + g E Me. Aj EM e also follows simply (with a bit 
of caution). 
For f, g E Me and A complex and finite, we define [f]+ [g]= [f+g], 
A[f] = [Af]. If we can prove these definitions unambiguous, it will follow 
from the above that [Me] is closed under these operations. To this end, 
assume that f =e f', g -e g', and prove f+g =e I' +g', A/ =e Aj'. The 
first follows (as in the proof of Lemma 2.2) from the inequality 
Al(f+g)- (f' +g')l ~All- I' I +AJg-g'J 
of [3], § 2. The proof of the second is similar to that of [3], Lemma 3.2 (iii). 
Lemma 2.3. Iff E Me then [f] contains at least one function which 
is finite-valued on Ll. 
Proof. If E E A has the property that = · XE E 0, and f(x) =g(x) for 
x¢=E, then f=eg since Alf-gl~=·XEEO. Now suppose that fEMe. 
The set E = {x E L1: lf(x) I==} has the property that = · XE ~ slfl E 0 for 
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some e > 0; thus oo · XE E 0. But f and fx11-E agree outside of E, so 
f =e IX11-E and the latter is finite. 
This result with the preceding has as a consequence: 
Lemma 2.4. [Me] is a complex vector space under the operations 
[/]+ [g]= [f+g], A.[f]= [).f] (f, g E Me,). a finite scalar), and with [0] as 
zero element. 
The reader will have noticed that our course has been paralleling part 
of [3], § 3, with the intention of obtaining a converse to Lemma 2.1 
(above). This converse is the next lemma. 
If e is a function seminorm we use the notation Le as in [3], § 3. If 
S ~Me, let [S] be the set of all [/] such that f ES. 
Lemma 2.5. Let 0=F0 ~ P where 0 is a convex solid set. There exists 
a function semi norm e such that e(i/1) < oo if and only if f is absorbed by 0; 
in fact, Le= [Me] as vector spaces. e has the property that 
(1) {!: e(lfl) < 1} ~ 0 ~ {/: e(lfl) ~ 1}. 
e is a function norm if 0 ejects every XE with p,(E) > 0. 
Proof. [0] is, by what goes before, a convex and absorbent subset 
of the linear space [Me]. Let f be the Minkowski functional of [0]; then 
f is finite at every point of [Me]. Define eon the set P by: e(u)=f([u]) 
if u E p ()Me, e(u)= +oo if u E P-Me. It follows that(! is a function 
seminorm with the property (1), and e(lfl)<oo if and only iff EMe. 
From e( If-gl) = 0 if and only if f =e g it follows that the vector spaces 
Le and [Me] are identical, since Le consists of equivalence classes relative 
to the equivalence = defined by: f = g if and only if e(if- gl) = 0. Finally, 
suppose 0 ejects every XE with p,(E) > 0. By the remark preceding 
Lemma 2.2, 0 ejects every non-zero u E P, and it follows that e is a 
function norm. 
We are now seeking conditions necessary and sufficient that the norme 1 
linear space [Me]= Le be complete, i.e., a Banach function space. It turns 
out that such a condition is the following property: 
(A) 0=F0 ~ P and 0 is a convex solid set such that, whenever {lXn} 
is a sequence of non-negative real numbers with !f lXn= 1 and {un} ~ 0, 
then there exists a sequence {u~} ~ 0 with u~ =e Un and !f lXnU~ E 0. 
Definition 2.6. If 0 has property (A) we call 0 a countably semi-
convex solid set. 
Theorem 2. 7. Let e be a function seminorm such that Le is a Banach 
function space. If 0 = {u E P: e( u) ~ 1} then 0 is a countably semi-convex 
solid set. 
Proof. 0 is a non-empty convex solid set, by Lemma 2.1. We note 
that f = g (i.e., e(lf-gi)=O) if and only iff. e g. Since Leis complete, 
e has the Riesz-Fischer property; hence, if tXn, Un are as above, there 
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exist functions v~ =c IXnUn such that 
00 00 00 
e(z V~) ~ 1 ()(1XnUn) ~ 1cxn = 1 
1 1 1 
([3], Theorems 4.6, 4.8). We may assume v~=cxnu~ where u~ =c Un. 
For, if cxn = 0 let u~ = Un; re-define v~ = 0 = cxnu~; if 1Xn > 0, let u~ =ex;; 1 v~; 
then u~ -c Un (remark preceding Lemma 2.3). Hence 1i"' cxn u~ E 0, and 
since u~-Un we have e(u~)=e(un)~l; i.e., ~~~EO. 
Theorem 2. 8. Let 0 be a countably semi-convex solid set. There exists 
a function seminorm e such that e(l/1)<= if and only iff is absorbed by 0. 
Moreover, e has the property (l) and Le is a Banach function space. e is 
a function norm if 0 ejects every XE such that t-t(E) > 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5 we have only to show that thee of that lemma 
has the Riesz-Fischer property; then it will follow that Le is complete. 
Indeed, it is sufficient to prove that if {un} C P then there exist u~ c Un 
such that 
00 00 
e(1 u~) ~ 2 1 e(un)· 
1 1 
We may assume 1e(un)<=, for otherwise take u~=Un. We may also 
assume 1 e(un) > 0, for otherwise Un =c 0 and we can take u~ = 0. Let 
A satisfy 1 e(un) <A< 2 1 e(un)· We are going to choose {cxn} such that 
e(un)<cxn and 
00 
(2) IXl+ ... +cxn<A- 1 e(ui)· 
n+1 
Choose IXl such that e(ul)<cxl<A- z~ e(ui)· Having chosen IX!, ... , IXn 
satisfying (2) and e(ui) < IXi, choose f3n+l such that 
00 
IXl + ... +cxn+e(un+l)<f3n+l <A- 1 e(ui). 
n+2 
Let f3n+l = IXl + ... + IXn+l; then e(un+l) < IXn+l and (2) is satisfied for n 
replaced by n+ l. The sequence {cxi} now has the property that 1~ IXi~A; 
hence 0< 1i"' IXi~A. By (l) it follows that {cx;; 1un} C 0. Since 
~~=1 
£.., ~00 ' 
1 "'-1 !Xi 
~~>0 ~00 = ' 
..:;,1 !Xi 
by hypothesis there exists {v~} C 0 such that v~ =c cx;; 1un and 
oo IXn ' 1~V11 E0. 
1 "'-1 !Xi 
Let u~ = cxnv~; then v~ = cx;; 1u~ and, by an earlier remark (preceding 
Lemma 2.3), u' n =c Un. It follows that 
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and, by Lemma 2.5, 
which completes the proof since 
00 00 00 
et~:U~)~ ,2<Xn~A<2 ,2e(un)· 
1 1 1 
The case in which e is a function norm (and Le is a Banach space) 
demands some further attention. In this case, f c g if and only if f = g 
(almost everywhere), where 0 is as in Theorem 2.7, and the sequence 
{u~} of property (A) must be {un} itself. If, conversely, 0 has property 
(A) with u~ = Un, and 0 ejects every XE with t-t(E) > 0, then f -c g if 
and only if f=g and hence, by Theorem 2.8, e is a function norm and Le 
is a Banach function space. 
3. The Fatou properties 
The purpose of this section is to remark that the hypothesis, in [2), 
§ 2, that t-t(LI) < =, can easily be removed, in view of the condition (which 
we have been imposing all along) that fl be a-finite. In the next theorem, 
e is the function seminorm given by Lemma 2.5. The terms "monotone-
closed" and "weak-monotone-closed" are defined in [2), § 2. In addition, 
we will say that the set 0 C P is null-monotone-closed if, whenever 
{un} C P with un(x) t u(x) a.e. and AUn E 0 for every n and every scalar 
A> 0, we have AU E 0 for every scalar A> 0. By way of analogy with 
Theorem 2.8, we state: 
Theorem 3.1. Let 0#-0 C P where 0 is a convex solid set. Then: 
(1) If 0 is monotone-closed, then the function seminorm e has the Fatou 
property, Le is a Banach function space, and f E ('} if and only if 
e(l/1)~1. 
(2) If 0 is weak-monotone-closed, then e has the weak Fatou property and 
Le is again a Banach function space. 
(3) If 0 is null-monotone-closed then e has the Fatou null property. 
The proof is almost entirely given in [2), § 2. Using Lemma 2.5 we 
can simplify the proof of (1) a bit. Assume {un} C P and Un(x) t u(x) a.e. 
Let A=lime(un). We may assume A<= and show that if e>O then 
e(u)~A +e. Since e(un)<A +e it follows by Lemma 2.5 that (A +e)-lun E 0 
for all n; hence (A+e)-lu EO and e(u)~A+e. 
We remark, conversely, that if e is a function seminorm and 0 = {u E P: 
e(u) ~ l }, and e has the Fatou property [resp., weak Fatou property, 
Fatou null property], then 0 is monotone-closed [resp., weak-monotone-
closed, null-monotone-closed). 
In conclusion, let 0 once again be a non-empty, convex solid set, and 
e the function seminorm of Lemma 2.5. Assume that there exist u E p 
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and O<At<oo (i=l, 2) such that A.1u EO, A.2u ¢:.0; then e is non-trivial; 
that is, O<e(v)<oo for some v E P. By [4], § 8, if there are any e-purely 
infinite sets then there is a .u-uniquely determined maximal e-purely 
infinite set Ll 0 ,, and ,u(Ll-Ll00)>0. Moreover, there exists a sequence 
Lint Ll- Lloo of sets of finite measure, such that if E is bounded with 
respect to {Lin} then e(XE) < oo. Or, to put it in another way, there exists 
a ,u-uniquely determined maximal set Ll 00 such that ifF C Ll 00 and ,u(F) > 0 
then 0 does not attract XF, and ,u(Ll- Ll 00 ) > 0. If E is bounded with 
respect to {Lin} then 0 attracts XE· We therefore remove the set Lloo 
from Ll, without change of notation, so that, now, Lint Ll, ,u(LI)>O. If E 
is bounded with respect to {Lin} we will simply say that E is bounded. 
Theorems 2.4 and 2.6 of [2], applied to the (possibly smaller) set Ll, 
now go through without the restriction that ,u(Ll) < oo, provided the phrase 
"attracts every characteristic function XE with E E A" is replaced by 
"both attracts and ejects some u E P," and the statement "0 C Ll (Ll, ,u)" 
is replaced by "On C L1 (Lin, ,u) for all n." (Here On is the set of restrictions 
to Lin of the functions in 0.) As noted above, e(XE) < oo if E is bounded, 
and the property (P4) of [2], Theorem 2.4, is to be replaced by the 
property that, if E is bounded then there exists AE < oo such that, for 
all u E P, fE ud,u~AEe(u). Moreover, if the assumption that e is non-
trivial is adde.d to the converse theorems (2.5 and 2. 7 of [2]), then these 
theorems also go through with the above changes. These theorems include 
some necessary and sufficient conditions that the space Le have absolutely 
continuous norm or be reflexive. 
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